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Diversity Statement 
  
In dance, I encourage inclusive discussion, questioning, and examination of movement forms 
while integrating individual identity. Teaching western concert dance forms in academia is also 
accompanied by the contentious weight from its historically recognized white foundation. Roles 
as dance researcher, historian, and choreographer, allow me to critically engage conversations 
and practices that interrogate and negotiate the movement forms while incorporating and 
developing inclusionary practices.  
  
Teaching and research in ballet has provided space to reconstruct an approach for the genre. A 
final project assignment in an intermediate/advanced ballet course asked the class to examine 
romantic classical ballets. Students were given space to reinterpret the production, modernizing 
and incorporating their identity through movement and narrative. Final presentation and 
performance highlighted themes of womanhood, cultural inheritance, body positivity, mental 
health, and gun violence that were in conversation with the ballets. Their response was positive; 
their past experiences in ballet had been limited to learning what has been historically 
preserved.  
  
Researching Disco, unraveled egalitarian themes and generated practices that create 
environments upon the social aspects of Disco. Teaching Disco masterclasses engages dance and 
history as well as social and creative development. The masterclass allows students to relate 
through movement and interrogates divisive notions, prioritizing forms of creating culture on 
themes of inclusion. The ongoing research places the Disco era in present conversation, asking 
how we collectively create and expand on Disco themes within our modern environment and 
bodies. 
  
Working within existing curricular structures, I engage practices that grow the academic base of 
knowledge in institutional settings. Bringing additional focused training will encourage retention 
of diverse bodies in the field. It is not just about admitting more diverse bodies in classes but 
attending to the repressive systems those bodies are confronted with, such as institutional, 
financial, and cultural adversity. Within teaching, I interject my own experiences to foster 
visibility of queer, person of color, undocumented, and immigrant bodies. I engage other forms 
of diversity and bring awareness to abilities, sexualities, and gender non-conforming identities. 
This practice makes space to acknowledge communities that go unrecognized within the art. It is 
an ongoing practice to actively facilitate opportunities for diverse and minority communities to 
see their bodies as central when faced with the institutional dominant culture. 
 
I articulate these approaches and practices as examples of the evolving critical thinking and 
inclusionary forms that I engage. My own experience in dance training made aware of the 
prevailing systems that limit access and retain a hierarchy. It is through research, teaching, 
creating, and facilitating that I look to generate critical attention and discussion of forms that 
needs to be enacted in progressive approaches attending to all bodies. 


